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Questions and Topics for Discussion

1.  The novel takes place in a world that “isn’t exactly our world, but it isn’t not ours, either,”
writes Ng in the Author’s Note (327). What elements of the novel’s setting align with your
understanding and experience of the events of the twenty-first century thus far? How close do
you think we are to a society like that described in the novel?

2.  There are two epigraphs that open the book—one (real) poem by Anna Akhmatova, and
one (fictional) excerpt from PACT literature. How does their juxtaposition set up the invitation
to compare reality and imagination, and see our present moment through a historical lens as
well as the one devised by Ng for the novel?

3.  The connection between literature and protest is powerful in the novel—from the
proliferation and censorship of Margaret’s poetry to the network of librarians caring for the
relocated. Why do you think this form of communication is so resilient against forces and
events as big as the Crisis and PACT? How does it inspire individuals and groups in the novel
to act?
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4.  Ethan is originally hired at the university as a linguistics professor, and his obsession with
words seeps into his daily habits, such as reading from the dictionary: “His father’s oldest
habit: taking words apart like old clocks to show the gears still ticking inside” (18). How does
sharing this love of language help Bird in his quest, and ultimately reconnect their family,
albeit indirectly, by the end of the novel?

5.  Both Bird and Sadie struggle with missing parents, yet their approach to seeking a deeper
understanding of their past is vastly different. What about their personalities guide their
respective strategies, and why do you think their friendship is so strong?

6.  Margaret and Domi’s parting during the Crisis is devastating to them both. Why are they
able to restore their friendship once Margaret returns seeking help? What do each of them
gain by working together on Margaret’s plan, even beyond the emotional healing of their
split?

7.  Discuss Margaret’s transformation when she becomes a mother. How is she able to adapt
to so many different circumstances—from her rebellious and resourceful youth to the comfort
of her life with Ethan to the purpose driving her life and survival when she goes into hiding?
What about Bird’s existence makes her willing to sacrifice it all for the children she tries to
honor in her final act?

8.  Bird’s trip to and through New York City to reveals all the ways, big and small, the city had
been reshaped by the current, post-Crisis, PACT-enforcing government. Have you ever been
to a familiar place that changed radically over time, or after you yourself had changed
radically? What was your experience in encountering its newness, or through new eyes?

9.  Although Bird dislikes the name his father gives him, Noah, how does it relate to his
mother and father’s names, which have etymological roots in plants and the natural world?
What does it mean for him to reclaim the name his mother called him?

10.  What is the special allure of the stacks in the university library for Bird and for Ethan? Do
all libraries carry the same quality of discovery and comfort, and have you been to a library
that held that “mix of dust and leather and melted vanilla ice cream. Warm, like the scent of
someone’s skin” (68)?

11.  Discuss the chain of events—political, economic, and social—that accumulate in the
Crisis and lead to the eventual formation of PACT. What events, from history close and farther
in the past, resemble this trajectory, in the United States and abroad? What is common
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among those chains of events, real and fictional, that reveal tendencies of the human
psychology, the need for power and blame, and the fear of the unknown or unfamiliar?

12.  We see several events in the novel—such as the moment when Margaret leaves the
family home—from two perspectives, Bird’s and his mother’s. How do these two perspectives
shape your understanding of the family dynamic, as well as each of their motives to find each
other?

13.  Which form of storytelling resonated with you most in the novel, or in life in general:
written or oral? How are they each used in ways to preserve the truth of lived experience
when history or other dominant powers tried to erase them—such as the missing children,
and Margaret herself?

Suggested Further Reading

The School for Good Mothers by Jessamine Chan

Brave New World by Aldous Huxley

Please Look After Mom by Kyung-Sook Shin

Lost Children Archive by Valeria Luiselli

Sea of Tranquility by Emily St. John Mandel

Beloved by Toni Morrison

1984 by George Orwell

Boy, Snow, Bird by Helen Oyeyemi

Lincoln in the Bardo by George Saunders

The Underground Railroad by Colson Whitehead

The City in Which I Love You by Li-Young Lee

Taking Children: A History of American Terror by Laura Briggs
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The Making of Asian America: A History by Erika Lee

Yellow Peril!: An Archive of Anti-Asian Fear edited by John Kuo Wei Tchen and Dylan Yeats

Infamy: The Shocking Story of the Japanese-American Internment in World War II by Richard
Reeves

From a Whisper to a Rallying Cry: The Killing of Vincent Chin and the Trial that Galvanized
the Asian American Movement by Paula Yoo
Poems of Akhmatova, selected, translated, and introduced by Stanley Kunitz with Max
Hayward

Naming Names by Victor S. Navasky

The Age of McCarthyism: A Brief History with Documents by Ellen Schrecker and Phillip
Deery

Perilous Times: Free Speech in Wartime, From the Sedition Act of 1798 to the War on
Terrorism by Geoffrey R. Stone

When Paris Went Dark: The City of Light under German Occupation, 1940–1944 by Ronald
C. Rosbottom

On Tyranny: Twenty Lessons from the Twentieth Century by Timothy Snyder
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